
2015 SHOW TRENDS
Color, Texture

and Connectivity

Black and White and Colors 
Color trending in luggage used to be 

easy: There was black, and…black. But 
as manufacturers tried to differentiate 
themselves, and consumers wished for 
cases that are easier to find on the bag-
gage carousel, colors have become a 
vital part of the retail landscape.

Luggage, being much longer-lasting 
than clothing, can’t subscribe to the 
sometimes-wild annual changes of the 
fashion industry, and black still rules 
the roost. But we definitely have color 

collection. How big’s the buzz? Here’s 
one example: out of the dozens of fea-
tured items in the Ricardo Beverly Hills 
media kit, fully two-thirds of them were 
purple. Yeah, it’s that big.

White was the other new color trend 
at The Show. It’s always been strong in 
accessories and travel clothing, but this 
year white has gained a lot of traction 
in luggage. And we’re not just talking 
pure, snowy white, either, but off-whites 
as well, like eggshell and darker shades 
with hints of beige and tan. Group III 

trends, and this year’s Show was no 
exception.

Traditionally, purple is the color 
of royalty, and this year it pretty well 
ruled the roost as the trending new 
color. There was a plethora of purple 
– everything from a deep, royal purple 
to playfully lighter shades bordering 
on pink; burgundy and maroon; and 
dark, eggplant-like hues that approach 
black. And it was evident everywhere. 
It’s such a hot, trending color that we 
couldn’t list everyone who has a purple 

RETAILER IMPRESSIONS

Retailers 
Get the 
Last Word
BY SARA ECCLESINE

After the excitement of The 2015 International Travel Goods Show, 
it’s the moment of truth. Which new products and collections are 
going to be ordered by our travel goods buyers, and more impor-
tantly, re-ordered?

We tracked down a few great retailers and asked them what 
trends, products, and collections left the biggest impression. Read 
on to find out if you agree with their top picks and more importantly, 
if they found any treasures you missed.

RICKI SUBEL
Marketing Manager 
Landmark Luggage, Sherman Oaks, CA

“It’s my second year at The Show, and I was very 
impressed with the evolution in Victorinox design, 
as well as the new women’s line from Briggs & 

Riley,” says Ricki Subel, marketing manager for Landmark Luggage. 
“The Bric’s and RONCATO lines are among my favorites, they have 
a clearly defined Italian edge. Royce Leather and LODIS had some 
surprising pieces that were both stylish and functional, combining 
fashion and travel-safe features like RFID.”

“I expect these collections to speak to our high-end, brand-
driven business and leisure travelers, who appreciate efficiency and 
sophistication.”

LISA HETH RAPPLEY
Manager
Groskopf’s Luggage & Gifts, Grand Rapids, MI

“This is only my fifth year attending The Show, but 
I’m a third generation attendee from my family,” 
says Lisa Heth Rappley, manager of family-owned 

Groskopf’s Luggage & Gifts. What’s hot this year? “Anything Marvel 

Trends from The 2015 International Travel Goods Show
There are some perennial trends that will never go away: black luggage, light weight, trolley handles 

and 4-wheelers. But there were plenty of new trends tickling the industry’s barometer at The 2015 
International Travel Goods Show. Some trends were purely style, some were function, but all of them were 
relevant for any consumer-facing business in the travel goods industry.

These are the noteworthy developments we noticed, walking the length and breadth of this year’s 
Show floor. And what we’ll probably see, walking retail floors later this year.

By Garrett Lai
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International, EPIC Travelgear, ZERO 
Halliburton, Delsey and Bric’s were 
among the manufacturers rolling out 
white luggage. Show newcomer Pack 
It Easy had a breathtaking white trav-
el jacket, and Bombata’s white laptop 
bags were eye-catching, even when sur-
rounded by a host of bright, fun colors.

Day-glo, that staple/bane of 1980s 
couture, has experienced a bit of a 
revival among hipsters the last couple 
of seasons, and 2015 seems to be the 
year it’s crossed over to travel goods. 
It was almost impossible to escape the 
ocular assault of fluorescent green, yel-
low and orange, whether it was in roll-
ing cases, duffles, even add-on straps 
and tags. “Since we added day-glo, it’s 
become 80% of our business,” notes 
Chuck Weisbart of ’Tude Tags.

Metallic-finish hard cases were 
an emerging trend last year, and this 
year they’ve gained more momentum. 
Silvers and grays are the predomi-
nant colors here, but there were also 

metal-finish gold cases, green (think 
emerald-mirrored sunglasses) and even 
purple, which blended two different 
color trends.

Teal continues to proliferate from 
last year, both in luggage and accesso-
ries, but only in those items targeting 
women. With its feeling of freshness and 
spring, it’s just not a good fit for more 
masculine products. Look for it in hand-
bags, ladies’ wallets, luggage tags and 
business cases that lean more toward 
the fun end of the fun/serious spectrum.

Photorealistic graphics, and art 
graphics, are another strong trend 
that’s growing stronger. We first saw 
this a couple of years ago, notably 
with Travelpro’s National Geographic 
line featuring photographic hardsides. 
This year photos are big, as well as 
art, like the tattoo-inspired work on 
Playluggage’s hardsides, or American 
Flyer’s Ed Heck cases, or the pop art  
of Britto by Heys. It’s definitely an 
ascending feature, especially with more 

fashion-forward brands that benefit 
from bold visual statements.

Hardsides – and 
Polycarbonate – are King

Hardsides are definitely the domi-
nant life form on planet suitcase. And 
polycarbonate bags are the most preva-
lent. The material’s amazing toughness 
and light weight are central to its popu-
larity with consumers and manufactur-
ers alike. Plus it’s versatile – you can 
give it most any shape, and that touches 
upon another past trend that’s gone seri-
ously mainstream: textured hardsides.

Plain, slab-sided hardsides have 
pretty much gone the way of the 
dodo. Right now, it’s all about texture. 
Whether it’s formed from polycarbon-
ate, molded ABS or another rigid plas-
tic, today’s luggage is all about shapes 
and raised surfaces. It’s a trend that’s 
been emerging for the last year or two, 
but it’s complete standard fare for 2015, 

or Star Wars,” says Rappley. “BB Designs has a great collection, 
Marvel Black, which ties in with the new Avengers movie coming out 
in June. Heys Luggage also has an eye-catching Star Wars luggage 
collection.”

“We are always on the lookout for new luggage and gifts,” 
explains Rappley. “NEET Products has fantastic cable organizers, 
they’ll make great stocking stuffers for the holidays. The cleverly-
designed Buddy Pouch has many different uses: exercise, travel, 
going to the beach, or just about anywhere.”

ROBERT WOLFE
President
Wagner’s, Stamford, CT

“Wagner’s has been around since 1853, but I’ve 
only been going to The Show for the last 35 
years,” jokes Robert Wolfe, president of Wagner’s.

So what’s the key trend this year? According to this industry vet-
eran, it’s marketing to millennials. “That’s good news for us,” Wolfe 
says, “since that’s a group we’re pursuing. The millennial products I 
saw hit the sweet spot of purpose-driven design, functional features, 
good quality in a mid-price range, and a marketing tie to a charitable 
organization.”

 “Travel accessories are an important part of our business, 

and I thought LCI Brands showed interesting new products, and I 
appreciated their clean, fresh packaging redesign. RFID blocking 
accessories continue to be a strong trend and an easy sell once 
we educate customers about their importance. STEWART/STAND® 
makes the best RFID POP I’ve seen, their attractive Lucite display 
clearly explains RFID safety to the consumer.”

MARILYN JANISCH
Owner
Going in Style, Palo Alto, CA

What matters most to Marilyn Janisch? “We spe-
cialize in travel accessories, so I was excited to 
see new-exhibitor Sleeper Scarf showing an infin-

ity scarf with a built-in neck pillow.” Janisch has been going to The 
Show for 20+ years, ever since she opened Going in Style in Palo 
Alto. “It’s the most important show for our business and the one that 
I attend consistently every year,” Janisch says.

“The biggest accessory trend I saw at The Show was safety and 
security. That’s good news for us because RFID-blocking accessories 
sell well to our tech-savvy Silicon Valley clientele, and personal secu-
rity is important to our customers out exploring the world.” 

“I was impressed by many of the international exhibitors, including 

Cont inued on page 26
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and looks like it’s here to stay.

There’s simple geometry, like the 
trademark ribbing of RIMOWA’s lug-
gage, or the raised parallel lines adorn-
ing ZERO Halliburton’s iconic cases. 
Linear striations were commonplace, 
but some companies mixed them up 
for variety, like Briggs & Riley did with 
its Sympatico hardsides, which were 
smoothly finished on one side, with 
molded-in vertical striping on the other.

Some companies, like AfterGen’s 
Roxy/Quiksilver, molded logos into 
its hard cases. it luggage blended two 
different trends, combining textures 
and art graphics, with raised artwork 
formed into some of its hardsides.

Olivet’s Revo brand likened its hori-
zontally ribbed rolling cases to current 
couture, with cases being towed by 
mannequins wearing matching puffy 
vests and jackets.

There are repeating patterns like 
the dimpled, almost basket weave that 
Biaggi worked into its brightly-colored 
hardsides, or the diamond pattern 
Traveler’s Choice molded into its Eco 
Traveler line of eco-friendly P.E.T. cases.

Aside from some graphic embellish-
ment, the textures actually help the cases 
weather better. On a perfectly smooth 
surface, any size blemish or scratch 
shows up like a flower petal on the hood 
of a black car. But raised surfaces help 
ward off big scratches from the indented 

real estate, plus they visually break up 
those big glossy expanses to better hide 
conveyor belt scuffs and the like.

Travel Pillows and In-Flight 
Sleep Comfort

We don’t know if flying has become 
more uncomfortable, or people have 
finally decided to try doing something 
about it, but comfort is a big category. 
Last year’s Show saw a huge explosion 
in the number of travel pillows and in-
flight comfort/sleep devices, and that 
trend continued this year as well, with 
many new exhibitors bringing their 
sleep solutions to The Show.

Travel pillows are hardly a new 
category – plenty of companies feature 
them in their accessories catalogs – but 
the past two years have seen a remark-
able number of companies appear 
where travel pillows and comfort items 
are their core products, if not their only 
products. Companies like Trip Gear 
Travel, with its travel pillow, arm rest 
and sleep shade are one perfect exam-
ple; or well-established Cabeau, which 
essentially launched around a travel pil-
low, and has become a more and more 
full-featured accessories vendor.

First-timers at The International 
Travel Goods Show included Comfy 
Commuter, with its patented flat-back 
travel pillow, and patented u-shape trav-
el blanket; Sleeper Scarf, with its scarf/
blanket incorporating an inflatable neck 

pillow; Hypnap, a device which uses the 
airline tray table to support the user’s 
head in a forward-leaning position, in 
much the same way massage tables 
support the head while lying prone; and 
ZzzBand, an elastic strap designed to 
support the head by securing it to the 
airplane seat back/headrest.

Three-time Show exhibitor and 
2013 Product Innovation Award win-
ner The Travel Halo from Cloudz was 
also in the house, featuring its newly 
improved two-pillow design that nests 
on either side of the head.

Skorch Original showed its 2 in 
1 Travel Pillow with Hoodie, and a 
Comfort Cushion with Blanket that 
morphed to act as a seat cushion, lum-
bar support, leg support, or foot rest.

New items included the Contour 
360° Travel Pillow® from pb travel, a 
wraparound donut with overlapping 
ends that create a thicker area you can 
position for best support – under the 
chin, or to the side. And accessories jug-
gernaut Go Travel/Design Go brought a 
host of pillows to The Show.

Compression Gets Fashionable
Compression socks and legwear 

were an emergent trend of the last 
couple of years, and it’s now a tried-
and-true product category for retailers. 
But what’s new this year is a welcome 
migration toward more fashionable 

one with a very well-made door alarm. Unfortunately, these exhibitors 
often have high minimums and complicated shipping arrangements. 
As a single-location retailer we can’t handle a 1000-piece minimum.”

CARRIE CARPENTER
Owner
Sagewood Bag Company, Wenatchee, WA

Sagewood Bag Company has a unique business 
model: they’re a brick and mortar store within 
a travel agency. As owner Carrie Carpenter 

explains, “The travel agency had extra room, and a lot of people 
told us we were crazy, but it works.”

“When I was at The Show I felt like a kid in a candy store,” 
Carpenter enthused. She is already assembling a display from VIM 
& VIGR, ordered at The Show. “We’ve had clients refuse to buy the 
orthopedic-looking black compression socks we’ve carried in the past. 
I’m sure VIM & VIGR’s cute and colorful socks will be a great seller.”

“We were impressed by the collections presented by Briggs & 
Riley, Victorinox, and Royce Leather; they’ll be perfect for our high-
net-worth clientele. I was also blown away by the Cabeau memory 
foam pillow. It’s one of those products with great touch-appeal that 
everyone will want – including me.”

“We’re a smaller store, and this is only our second year at The 
Show, but we’ve always felt welcome. Everyone was interested in talking 
with us and we really felt listened to. We had a terrific time at The Show.”

SAM HIRSH
Owner
Tripquipment, Falmouth, ME

“I’ve been coming to The Show for 37 years,” 
shared industry insider Sam Hirsh. “I started as 
a stock boy in a luggage store in Chicago when I 

was 15 and by 19 I was a buyer. I ended up working as a sales rep 
for 20 years before opening Tripquipment.”

“Our industry has reached trend-saturation with all the me-too 
polycarbonate luggage lines. That’s why I liked new exhibitor Benga 
so much. They have a brilliant new four-wheel bag that unzips into 
two identical rolling bags. The details and execution are flawless. 
And after talking to them I know they have a plan for how they’re 
going to establish themselves, they have two tiers to their product 
line, they have great POP for their dealers, they’re ready to go.”

“Another smart item is the convertible backpack/briefcase from 
LeTrav-Carvatta. The manufacturer was only showing a prototype, 
but they have the core technology down solid, you truly could 
change their bag from a casual backpack to a formal briefcase 

Cont inued from page 25
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legwear (as opposed to the previous 
athletic/orthopedic look), and retailers 
seemed to like it.

Zensah brought out its compres-
sion dress socks for men and women, 
along with big-pattern argyles. Rejuva 
Compression Legwear showed off an 
impressive array of argyles, chevrons, 
herringbones and houndstooths, and 
even sheer compression socks in its 
women’s line. Show first-timer VIM & 
VIGR’s fun-colored circulation boosters 
in wool, cotton and nylon were a hit, 
with a mix of traditional and slight-
ly funky patterns to go with business 
wardrobes and hip outfits alike.

Smarter, More Connected 
Travel Items

The so-called Internet of Things 
has yet to saturate our industry, but its 
first waves are licking at our feet. Travel 
items are definitely getting smarter. It 
used to be that technology accommoda-
tion meant an integrated cell pouch and 
tablet pocket, but we’re well past that. 
An increasing number of travel items 
feature built-in power banks, GPS/cell 
tower location broadcasting, Bluetooth 
integration and then some.

Even if you aren’t producing an 
item that requires power, technol-
ogy is still shaping its design in the 
form of integrated cord management/
headphone pass-throughs and RFID 

blocking, which is more relevant now 
than ever before, as American banking 
institutions are finally mainstreaming 
RFID-chipped credit cards. One retailer 
surmised that wallets, purses and busi-
ness cases without RFID blocking built 
in will be a very difficult sell in the not-
too-distant future.

Location tracking is an obvious solu-
tion to the lost luggage nightmare, and 
LugLoc has been one of the companies 
to capitalize on this. And the industry’s 
definitely taken notice, bestowing this 
year’s first place Product Innovation 
Award on the company. LugLoc’s tiny 
transmitter slips into luggage, and uses 
cell tower triangulation to determine its 
location, reporting its whereabouts to 
your smart device. It has a 15-day bat-
tery, and a Bluetooth-powered proxim-
ity alert which helps you zero in on your 
bag at the baggage carousel or cruise 
ship terminal.

Samsonite is also getting on board 
with location tracking, integrating the 
LugLoc device into its GeoTrakR. The 
LugLoc is secured inside a discrete 
compartment with external access to 
the charging port and controls, so it’s 
always in place and ready to go. 

You wouldn’t think a leather goods 
company would be on the digital fore-
front, but Royce Leather’s definitely out 
on the leading technical fringe in travel 
goods. When Andrew Royce Bauer was 
16, learning leatherwork from his father 

Harold, he knew he was going into the 
leather goods business, “But I knew I 
didn’t want to make the same items he 
did,” the 21-year-old says. His father 
told him they couldn’t do technology in 
leather goods, but two years ago Andrew 
prevailed, developing the Royce Leather 
Tracker, an internet- and Bluetooth-
enabled transceiver about the size of a 
thin stack of credit cards. It’s integrated 
into Royce’s Freedom Wallet, along with 
some of its bags and luggage, or avail-
able as a stand-alone unit for $34.95. If 
the receiver gets out of Bluetooth range 
(approximately 100 feet) of your smart 
device, like when your wallet’s been left 
behind, an alarm sounds alerting you 
to go back for it. Or you can use the 
free iOS or Android app, and retrieve 
the Tracker’s last known location. The 
Tracker runs off a standard coin cell bat-
tery for one to two years, and it’s gotten 
the company a lot of press, being one of 
the most affordable, versatile trackers 
around. And the company’s moved more 
than 100,000 units, counting stand-
alone Trackers and those incorporated 
into bags and wallets.

Knirps brought a similar device to 
The Show: Chipolo is a small disc just 
5-mm thick that looks like a key fob, 
but incorporates very similar function-
ality to Royce Leather’s Tracker. Chipolo 
comes in a variety of fun fashion colors, 
and has a built-in 90-dB alert you can 

in seconds flat. It’s extremely cool. The most stylish brands at The 
Show were HEX and aunts&uncles. I’m not sure if it’s right for my 
customer but I’m going to try it and see what sells.”

“Our goal with accessories is to be the answer people. So I 
was happy to see Rad Roller at The Show, a company that makes 
travel fitness products that help release tight muscles. I also ran 
into Transcend® Travel CPAP machines. They provide retailers with 
a one-square-foot display of the machine, the battery pack, and bro-
chures with a store code. I said ‘sign me up.’ It’s another opportunity 
to be the go-to guy for my traveling customers.”

“The best company I DIDN’T see at The Show is passport photo 
service Pakor. We’re in the small city of Portland, Maine, and we still 
sell between 700-800 photos a year, at $10 apiece for a $1 photo. 
Everyone who needs a passport is a novice international traveler. 
You couldn’t ask for a better customer to walk into your store. Pakor, 
come back to The Show next year. Travel goods retailers need you!”

APRIL KRANTZ
Managing Partner
Crew Outfitters, Atlanta, GA

 
“Our business is 99% flight crew members,” 
explains April Krantz, who’s been going to The 
Show for more than a decade. “Crew Outfitters 

operates 10 retail locations throughout the Midwest and Eastern 
United States. We are always seeking new clever, space-saving, 
time-saving ideas for our professional traveling customer.”

What did Krantz find for her travel-savvy clients? “In my opinion, 
ChargerLeash, Squeeze Pod, ALIFEDESIGN, FFLOX and Chipolo are 
the big winners at this year’s Show.”

JIM MCCLELLAND
Sales Manager
Changes in Latitude Travel Store, Boulder, CO

“We have a university population plus a large 
percentage of high-net worth individuals, so 
our customers are both adventurous and high-
tech,” explains Jim McClelland, sales manager 

at Changes in Latitude. “We have no seasons, our clients could be 
going to any climate at any time. So we have to carry everything.”

“This year at The Show we saw lots of exciting new products 
and companies. It was awesome. Playluggage is fantastic. Great 
concept, great execution. VIM & VIGR socks feel good, but they’ll sell 
because of their fun patterns. I’m also impressed by the two young 
men from Goodwipes. A cooling, deodorizing towelette is something 
I haven’t seen before, I think it would be great for our customers 
going on safari.” b

Cont inued on page 58
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ers available. And judging by 
the positive response – both 
from a voting standpoint and 
a business perspective – HEX 
has a winner with its booth, 
one based on its core identity.

Playluggage
When your company is 

named Playluggage, having 
fun with the booth seems 
like an obvious decision. And 
being playful helped propel 
Playluggage to first place in 
the 400 to 600-square-foot 
ranks. “Our products are all 
about having fun while travel-
ing, so the booth had to make 
people feel fun and relaxed,” 
says Leila Tamm, general manager 
for this Estonian newcomer to The 
International Travel Goods Show.

“Everything was created by our-
selves. If you do something with pas-
sion it reflects on others, and brings 
success. The main idea for the booth 
came from the owner of the company, 

Hanno Remmel. He also wanted to cre-
ate blocks stands full of small bricks. 
We put the concept together with the 
whole team, changing it at least 10 
times before the final result. If you cre-
ate something colorful, and your prod-
ucts are also colorful, then the design 
must be carefully picked.”

“We built the booth in 
Estonia, turned it into small 
pieces and sent it to the 
U.S. The day we came and 
discovered our booth had 
arrived safely at The Show 
was my happiest day.”

“The concept worked 
very well during The Show. 
The ‘blocks’ stands with 
small bricks were fun to set 
up, especially when other 
exhibitors were watching 
how we were creating every-
thing from small pieces and 
tiny bricks. People came to 
play, and it was fun, and 
we got many good contacts 
because people couldn’t pass 
by without smiling.”

It might have been a playful booth 
focused on fun, but generating a host of 
good contacts for this first-time exhibi-
tor also means Playluggage’s booth 
made good business sense, too. And 
that’s what it means to have a good 
Show experience – to build your busi-
ness while remaining true to yourself. b

Cont inued from page 56

Export Managers Brandon Allen (right) and Kadi-Liis Allen (center), 
General Manager Leila Tamm (left), and Graphic Designer Kristjan 
Luiga, all from first-time exhibitor Playluggage, celebrate their win 
in the Best Booth Contest in the 400 to 600-square-foot category. 
Playluggage woke up The Show with their innovative products and 
their kinetic street-style booth.

trigger via iOS, Android or Windows 
Phone app to make your Chipolo-
equipped item easier to find. It also 
works in reverse – shake the Chipolo, 
and your linked phone will vibrate, even 
if it’s in silent mode. The Chipolo costs 
$29.95 for one, or $49.95 for two, with 
deeper discounts the more you buy. The 
user-replaceable battery lasts six months 
(Chipolos ship with a spare battery, so 
your new Chipolo is good for a year).

HONTUS showed the Space Case 
1 for Planet Traveler USA, a two-piece 
hardside set with biometric fingerprint 
lock, self-weighing scale, GPS-enabled 
tracking, Bluetooth speaker and built-in 
power bank for charging smart devices.

Andiamo’s iQ is a hardside spin-
ner with remote lock activated via 
smartphone, built-in Wi-Fi hotspot for 
secured wireless Internet (which works 
globally when you swap out the SIM 
card for one that works in the local 
area), USB battery charger and built-in 
scale. It also alerts you if it gets out of 
Bluetooth range, or if it’s coming into 

range (helpful in baggage claim). 
Power banks are a big deal, and 

they’re becoming as commonplace as, 
well, smartphones. Last year, Urban 
Junket showed a line of eco-friendly 
bags with on-board power courtesy of 
a Joey 3,600 mAh power bank. Genius 
Pack had an on-board power bank as an 
option. And Go Travel/Design Go made 
a splash in 2014 with its flashlight-
shape 2,000 and 4,400 mAh Single and 
Twin Power Banks, but went one better 
this year with a new 2,000 mAH power 
bank in a smaller footprint than a credit 
card, and only a few millimeters thick, 
that will top off a standard-issue smart-
phone without any trouble whatsoever. 
MTM brought its brand new LEVO 
Luggage Tray with Removable Power 
Bank with 6,600 mAh capacity. And 
En Route Travelware showcased a big, 
10,000 mAh battery – almost enough to 
bring a completely depleted iPad back 
to 100%. Expect to see more of these, 
as battery prices (and cell phone power 
levels) keep dropping.

First-time exhibitor DIGIPAS USA 

showed off its eGeeTouch® electron-
ic luggage lock driven by Bluetooth-
enabled smart devices that can also be 
unlocked by a coin-size RFID key. It’s an 
OEM product, not something a consum-
er could add on – but they had booth 
traffic, so maybe there’s a smartphone-
enabled luggage lock in your future.

Even the humble luggage strap 
can’t escape the electronic revolution: 
Luggage-Mate and Enroute Travelware 
both came to The Show with locking 
luggage straps featuring built-in lug-
gage scales.

Big Three-Oh, Big Four-Oh
Maybe it’s just a coincidence, but 

2015 was a big anniversary year for 
some exhibitors. Eagle Creek and David 
King are marking 40 years in business 
this year. it luggage celebrates its 30th 
anniversary – still under the same own-
ership, and leadership, of Steve Selvi, 
who founded the company. And Travel 
Goods Showcase marks its 40th year 
covering the ins and outs of the travel 
goods industry. b

Cont inued from page 28
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